An extension of the triparental 1 crossing procedure of Law (1966) and Aksel (1967) is described for the analysis of genetic variation between chromosome substitution lines of wheat. This extension involves the development of the complete set of second-generation hybrids. Examination of the means and variances of these generations enables not only the detection and estimation of additive and dominance effects but also the detection of withinchromosome segregation and between-chromosome interaction.
INTRODUCTION
CROSSING procedures involving inter-varietal chromosome substitution lines of bread wheat, Triticum aestivum (2n = 6x 42) enable genetic analysis of quantitative variation determined by single chromosomes to be carried out (Law, 1966 (Law, , 1968 (Law, , 1972 Aksel, 1967; Snape, Law and Worland, 1975, 1977) . One of these procedures, termed the triparental cross 1, estimates the genetical differences between two non-homologous substitution lines and their respective recipient chromosomes and also the interaction between the non-homologous pairs. This analysis involves growing first-generation hybrids and as such the effects estimated relate to the whole chromosome as the unit of segregation. However, it can be extended by the inclusion of certain second-generation hybrids (Aksel, 1967) to provide genetic analysis of within-chromosome epistasis and Segregation for each chromosome pair.
The present paper describes the extension of this genetic analysis to the complete set of second-generation hybrids of the triparental cross 1 procedure. This is an extension of Aksel's analysis which enables the detection of within-chromosome segregation by examination of second-degree as well as first-degree Statistics and also the elucidation of the types of interaction between the non-homologous chromosomes. The use of this analysis is illustrated using data from crosses involving substitution lines of chromosomes 5A and 5D from the variety Hope into the variety Chinese Spring.
ANALYSIS OF GENERATION MEANS
The triparental cross 1 scheme involves crossing and selfing two single chromosome substitution lines (S1 and S) and their recipient variety (R) in a diallel fashion to produce six first-generation hybrids, namely, R, S1, S, R x S1, R x S, S1 x S. If these generations are further crossed and selfed the complete set of 21 second-generation hybrid families is produced. These provide, however, only 20 genetically different generations since the crosses of R x (S1 x S3) and (S1 x R) x (S x R) produce the same set of genotypes.
The family expectation of each generation can be expressed in terms of its segregation for each homologous pair and these are shown in table I.
Here PR and P5 refer to the parental recipient and substituted chromosomes respectively, and BR and B5 the backcrosses of the R x S F1 hybrids to the recipient and substituted chromosomes, respectively. Comparisons between the means of these generations provide scaling tests for the detection of the genetical effects for each substituted chromosome separately and for the interaction between them.
(i) Detection of segregation within chromosomes Two sets of families for each substituted chromosome are segregating for that chromosome on a constant background. The first set, namely, P, Ps, F1, F2, BR and B5 has a PR background for the other substitution line and the second set, PR, F1, F2, BR and B5 has a BR background for the other substitution line. These families are equivalent to the conventional P1, P2, F1, F2, B1 and B2 families; the genetical expectations of the means of which are given by Mather and Jinks (1971) and table 2 shows these expectations with respect to a single gene and two or more genes in coupling phase with a recombination frequency p. Here the sign in front of the {d} and pj} parameters will depend on whether the substituted chromosome carries increasing loci (+) or decreasing loci (-) with respect to the Six (Six R) S1 x (Six Si) m± d+h m± Rx (S1x R) R x (Six Si) m± fd+h m± f {d}+{h}-4{i}-{pi}± Hpj}++{l}-{pl} TABLE 3 Individual scaling tests for within-chromosome epistasis (for chromosome 1) A joint scaling test (Mather and Jinks, 1971) on each set of means can also be carried out by specifying a model of three parameters, m, d} and {h} for each chromosome set. If epistasis is absent then this will provide least squares estimates of the balanced additive and within-chromosome interaction (dominance) effects of the substitution lines. Since the background is constant, these parameters will be completely correlated with epistatic effects between the chromosome and the background as with the triparental cross 1 estimates on the first-generation hybrids, and are thus not unambiguous estimates of the additive and dominance effects. However, tests of interaction with the background can be determined by carrying out a triparental cross 2 analysis for the chromosomes itt question (Law, 1972) .
(ii) Between chromosome interaction
The scaling test for non-homologous chromosome interaction on the first generation hybrids detects the summed contribution of the individual additive x additive (i effects), additive x within-chromosome interaction (j effects) and within chromosome interaction x within chromosome interaction (1 effects) (Law, 1972) . As such this test is influenced by the type of interaction (whether duplicate or complementary) and by the association or dispersion of the increasing chromosomes, so that in many cases interaction will not be detected, even if present, because of the balancing effect of opposing interaction parameters. However, the inclusion of the segregating generations allows tests of the individual interaction parameters, irrespective of the type of interaction and chromosomal arrangement. Scaling tests to detect these effects are shown in table 4. If significant effects are present then the sign of the estimates relative to the additive and within-chromosome interaction effects should also indicate the type of interaction present.
In the presence of significant within-chromosome epistasis these tests will not provide unambiguous tests of the non-homologous chromosome interaction since they will be confounded with the within-chromosome epistatic 
* For the substituted chromosomes in dispersion this test estimates -{i}jj.
Tests estimate -{j}jj and -{j}i if dispersion and substituted chromosome carrying decreasing alleles.
effects. However, if necessary, these effects can be adjusted for by estimating the relative contributions of these confounding interactions from scaling tests on the generations segregating for each substituted chromosome separately using the generations shown in table 2.
(iii) Overall analysis The above scaling tests will detect the individual within-chromosome and between-chromosome effects for both substitution lines. However, all lines can be combined in a joint scaling test and a successive model fitting procedure carried out. In the absence of epistasis, both within-and betweenchromosomes, a model of only five parameters should explain the variation between the 21 generation means namely m, fd}1, {d}, h}1, jjz}3. Here in is the mean of all homozygous lines that can be derived from this set of meters specifying within-chromosome epistasis become necessary. However, unless the loci within-chromosomes are segregating independently six parameters {i}, {pi}, {pj}, j}, {pl} and {p21} are needed to specify the interactions within each of the substituted chromosomes (Jinks, 1978) . Since for each chromosome only six different family types are available, the addition of these parameters will produce more parameters than there are equations to solve them, so that a fit cannot be obtained. However, simplification of the model assuming independently segregating genes within chromosomes can be introduced to try to obtain a fit. Nevertheless, if more than one gene on either chromosome is present then parameters will be estimates of net directional effects and these cannot be simply interpreted.
ANALYSIS OF GENERATION VARIANCES
The extension of the triparental cross 1 analysis to the second-generation hybrids enables second-degree statistics to be estimated from the generations which are segregating with respect to each chromosome. These families are of three types for each chromosome namely F2, BR and B5 families. Comparisons of the variances of these families with variances derived from non-segregating individuals can allow tests of within-chromosome segregation irrespective of the contribution of epistasis. Alternatively if two loci in repulsion phase are present then the generation variances will be larger than the combined variances. With three or more linked genes, however, repulsion linkage is always accompanied by coupling linkage and in general the generation variance is not likely to be larger than the combined variance and segregation will not be detected. By growing the recipient, substitution lines and their (S x R) F1 hybrids in their F2
and backcross proportions, together with the F2 and backcross generations for each chromosome, in a suitably designed randomised experiment, direct estimates of the relevant variances can be obtained and comparisons made using the F-ratio test. This test, however, is likely to be more sensitive to coupling linkage than to repulsion linkage.
One problem with this test is that the combined variances are based on exact ratios of parental and F1's whereas the generation variances will be subject to the sampling error of genotype frequencies. However, this can be overcome by combining the parental and F1 generations in their correct proportions and then taking a sub-sample at random.
The sensitivity of these scaling tests in detecting segregation will obviously depend on the magnitude of the gene effects and the recombination frequency between the linked loci. If linkage is loose and effects large relative to the environmental variation the number of loci segregating may also be discernible from discontinuities in the phenotypic distributions of individuals in the segregating generations; and by comparisons of these distributions with those of the parental and F1 lines.
(ii) Model fitting As with the generation means analysis the within-family variances of all families can be combined in a weighted least squares fitting procedure to test the adequacy of the alternative genetic models and also to provide estimates of the genetical components of variation for each substitution line. In the absence of epistasis and with independent segregation of loci within chromosomes a model of seven parameters is sufficient to explain the variation, namely D1, D, the additive components of variance, H1, H the respective dominance components, F and F, the covariance between d and h effects; and E, the within-family environmental variance. The expectations for each generation on this model are shown in table 6. Here it will be observed that the six non-segregating generations and three other pairs TABLE 6 {h}2 > H when dominance at both loci is reinforcing, otherwise {h}2 <H for situations of ambidirectional dominance.
If epistasis, either within or between chromosomes was detected using first-degree statistics then parameters specifying its contribution to the second-degree statistics become necessary. However, as with the means, their specification requires more statistics than are available and a fitting procedure will not be appropriate.
EXAMPLE (i) Materials and methods
The example concerns an experiment carried out to investigate the genetics of ear emergence time using chromosome substitution lines of chromosomes 5A and 5D from the variety Hope into the variety Chinese Spring (CS). These lines were developed by Dr E. R. Sears at the University of Missouri, U.S.A., and had been used in previous investigations of ear emergence time (Law, 1972; Law, Worland and Giorgi, 1976 ).
The parental lines CS, CS(Hope 5A) and CS(Hope 5D) were first crossed to produce the first-generation hybrids. These were then crossed and selfed to produce the complete set of second-generation hybrids. These progenies were grown in a randomised field experiment from a spring sowing in 1975. Thirty-four plants from each family were sown with individual plant randomisation in each of two blocks. Ear-emergence time was scored from the date of the first plant to emerge.
(ii) Results
The analysis of variance with respect to variation in ear-emergence time for this experiment is shown in the family means and the within-family variance obtained by scaling down the sum of the within-family SS by the harmonic mean of the number of plants per family which, due to plant losses, were unequal and less than the number sown. There are highly significant differences between lines and blocks. However the blocks x lines interaction is only just significant and is not a major source of variation so that for further analysis the data has been pooled over blocks. The means over blocks and the pooled within-family variance for each generation are shown in table 8. Here, for comparison with the earlier theory R = CS, S = CS(Hope 5A) and Si = CS(Hope 5D). Clearly both substitution lines are different from the recipient in ear-emergence time and this is confirmed by the triparental cross 1 analysis of the first-generation hybrids (table 9) . Both additive and within-chromosome interaction (dominance) effects are significant for both chromosomes, although there is no evidence of between-chromosome epistasis. These results agree with those of Law (1972) in showing that the Hope 5A chromosome is signi- P<0-001; * P 0-05-00l.
ficantly earlier than its CS homologue and the Hope 5D chromosome significantly later, with the effect of chromosome 5D being twice that of 5A. These estimates are of course the balanced effects of these chromosomes and further analysis using the means of the second-generation hybrids can elucidate if within-chromosome epistasis and thus segregation is present.
The results of the scaling tests to detect within-chromosome epistasis for each chromosome are shown in table 10. One test for each chromosome is significant but only at the 5 per cent level. This suggests that epistasis may be present within both chromosomes, so that both may contain more than one locus affecting ear emergence. However, on combining the generations in a joint scaling test for each chromosome (table 11) , only chromosome 5D exhibits epistasis.
The estimates of the genetic parameters on these scaling tests also enables the detection of between-chromosome epistasis. With respect to chromosome 5A, for example, the two estimates of additive effects obtained from the two sets of generations are significantly different from one another = 001-000l; <0-001 as are the two estimates of the dominance effects. Since these estimates should be the same in the absence of correlated interaction effects with the 5D background this suggests that 5A and 5D interact. This is supported by the difference in the estimates for chromosome 5D, where this chromosome interacts with the 5A background. Thus although the test of interaction on the first-generation hybrids was not significant, these results suggest that the chromosomes do, in fact, interact. This is confirmed by the scaling tests for the individual interaction parameters using the second-generation hybrids (table 12) , where significant I type interaction is detected. Since the interaction parameters have opposing signs and the two substituted chromosomes are in dispersion with respect to one another it is not surprising that the test on the first-generation hybrids was not significant since these are the conditions under which this test is insensitive (Law, 1972) .
The above scaling tests indicate that both substituted chromosomes affect ear-emergence time. Dominance is present but incomplete and is towards earliness. Further, chromosome 5D exhibits within-chromosome epistasis suggesting that more than one locus is segregating on this chromosome. The two chromosomes also do not act independently in their effects on ear emergence but interact, with heterozygote x heterozygote interactions being important.
The presence of these effects can be confirmed by the overall joint scaling test. Table 13 shows the estimates of the parameters obtained for the basic model of five parameters, and the model of nine parameters containing the between-chromosome interaction parameters. Neither model is adequate to explain the observed variation although the inclusion of betweenchromosome interaction parameters greatly improves the fit. This suggests that within-chromosome epistasis for one or both chromosomes is present since this is the only effect not allowed for. On the nine-parameter model three of the four interaction parameters are significant although only 1 was Law (1972) and would be expected, of course, since the chromosomes are of the same homoeologous group and Law, Worland and Giorgi (1976) have shown homoeologous loci with large effects on ear-emergence time to be located on these chromosomes.
Tests of within-chromosome segregation can be obtained from comparisons of the generation variances of the segregating generations with variances of synthetic families of parental and (R x S) F1 individuals combined in their F2 and backcross proportions. Since in this experiment plants were individually randomised, these combined variances are simply obtained by allocating individuals at random from the parental and F1 generations to the synthetic families in the correct proportions. The relevant variances are shown in table 14 together with the probabilities of difference. These were obtained from the variance ratios of the larger estimate over the smaller estimate and doubling the probability.
With respect to chromosome 5A no significant differences in the variances are apparent so that the variation on this chromosome would appear to be due to a single gene, which no doubt is the previously identified gene Vrnl (Law et al., 1976) . However for chromosome 5D there is a significant difference between the variances for the backcross generation to CS, suggesting, as did the generation means analysis, the presence of two or more segregating loci. Further, although the other two sets of variances are not significantly different, in all cases the combined variance is less than the corresponding generation variance. This suggests that the increasing alleles on 5D in this cross are predominantly in repulsion phase with respect to one another. One of these genes is undoubtedly Vrn3, identified by Law et al. (1976) as having a large effect, and the phenotypic distributions of the segregating generations show a discontinuity caused by segregation of this gene. However, these distributions do not show any other clear discontinuities, suggesting that the other gene(s) present are of much smaller effect.
Because of the presence of epistasis in this experiment it is not possible to estimate the individual components of variation. However, examination of the within-family variances (table 8) shows that significant genetic variation is exhibited by the segregating generations for both chromosomes. Also, these variances show, as with the first-degree statistics, that the effect of chromsome SD on ear emergence is much greater than chromosome 5A in this cross.
Cocsusioi's
The extension of the triparental cross 1 analysis to second-generation hybrids greatly increases the sensitivity of this crossing procedure in detecting and estimating the genetic effects of single chromosomes, particularly with respect to the detection of within-chromosome segregation and betweenchromosome interactiorn Further the availability of segregating generations enables the estimation of second-degree statistics to be made whose analysis complements and reinforces the analysis of first-degree statistics.
The analysis of ear-emergence time using the substitution lines of chromosomes 5A and SD from Hope into Chinese Spring using this method agrees very well with previous analyses using only first-generation hybrids. However, the greater precision possible highlights the limitations of the earlier analysis in detecting between-chromosome interaction and also shows that for chromosome SD a gene(s) of small effect is segregating over and above the variation caused by segregation of Vrn3.
